Part-time Front-End Web Developer

We know you love design, but do you geek out about code too? Q is looking to hire a part-time front-end web developer who can collaborate with our creative team on a variety of web site projects. We are searching for someone with experience and proficiency with programming, but most importantly someone who has the drive to keep pushing and learning about web techniques and skills.

Q is a well-established strategic design studio headquartered in downtown Ann Arbor, Michigan with satellite offices in California and Toronto. We harness the power of graphic design, language, and technology to help organizations, companies and brands communicate, inspire, and motivate.

The essentials:

• Up to 20 hours/week availability, ideally during business hours.

• Executing complex and dynamic web and interactive production tasks including: coding, optimizing, animating web graphics, scanning, digitizing video and audio, and testing on various browsers, platforms, and monitor configurations.

• Developing user-interface frameworks, programming small web applications and systems, integrating databases with interactive content, and researching web technologies and tools.

• Familiarity with at least one or two content management systems: Drupal, ExpressionEngine, Joomla, and/or Wordpress.

• Standards compliant coding skills in HTML5/CSS3.

• Familiarity with jQuery and Javascript.

• Basic to intermediate-level knowledge of web database programming (PHP, XML, SQL).

• Strong understanding of responsive web design, techniques, and implementation.

• Strong understanding of web graphics techniques, web-server file structures, and FTP.

• Strong understanding of user experience, information architecture, and graphic design principles.

• Strong interest in progressive web technologies.

• Working familiarity with Adobe Creative Suite.

• Comfortable working on Macs and PCs.
In addition:

• Strong attention to detail, problem-solving skills, ability to collaborate with creative team and work independently

• Able to build strong relationships within client organizations through quality work and leadership

• Demonstrated ability to apply concepts in strategy, marketing, advertising, social media, and brand management

• Ability to thrive in a deadline-driven, client-services entrepreneurial environment

If you think you’re a strong fit, please send your résumé and a paragraph or two on the difference you could make at Q to: info@qltd.com

Compensation commensurate with experience.